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A B S T R A C T

This paper examines the hypothesis that cognitive limitations lead people to behave as if they are facing am-
biguity, even when no ambiguity is apparent. We compare human subject decision behavior under total am-
biguity, where no probability information is available, to behavior a case with no apparent ambiguity, where
probabilities are transparently presented. We find that decision behavior in the Total Ambiguity case is pre-
dictive of the deviations we observe in the No Ambiguity case from the choice predictions of subjective expected
utility theory. We also create prospect pairs to examine whether more cognitively challenging probabilities
create ambiguity which we can identify using ambiguity theory. Using these pairs, we do not find evidence that a
cognitively challenging probability creates ambiguity that systematically alters decision behavior.

1. Introduction

Subjective expected utility (SEU) theory (Savage, 1954) is the
benchmark for decision making under uncertainty. The uncertainty in
SEU theory is what Knight (1921) labeled “measurable uncertainty”, or
risk. Ellsberg (1961) demonstrated SEU theory is not sufficient for un-
derstanding decision making under ambiguity, which is what Knight
labeled “unmeasurable uncertainty.” Here, our question of interest is,
“Do cognitive limitations create ambiguity in situations that seem to be
pure risk?” If the answer is yes, moving beyond SEU theory to a theory
that recognizes ambiguity may be useful for predicting choice, even
when there is no apparent ambiguity in the decision context.

Ellsberg (1961) indicated the degree of ambiguity will tend to be “a
subjective variable.” He said, “It should be possible to identify ‘objec-
tively' some situations likely to present high ambiguity.” He identified
research and development, the performance of a new President, and the
tactics of an unfamiliar opponent as situations with inherent ambiguity.
He indicated we should generally expect ambiguity when the processes
generating the outcomes are neither well understood nor stable. In
contrast, he identified coin-flipping and roulette as examples without
inherent ambiguity, indicating we generally should not expect ambi-
guity when the processes generating the outcomes are well understood
and stable. Similarly, Einhorn and Hogarth (1985) comment, “When
coins are fair or random drawings are taken from urns with known p,
there is no second-order uncertainty.” Based upon these thoughts, we
adopt no ambiguity as the null hypothesis for a drawing from an urn
with known probabilities, but we seek to design an experiment where
we can test this null against the alternative that ambiguity actually is

present.
There is reason to think bounds to rationality create ambiguity.

Mulligan (2013) describes probability as a heuristic, providing the de-
cision maker with quality information about the degree of uncertainty
at a relatively low cost. Crovelli (2012) concurs, defining probability as
“a numerical measure of uncertainty, … a subjective numerical state-
ment of man's beliefs about the operant causes in the world.” However,
as Peters and Par (2015) emphasize, people perceive numeric magni-
tudes inexactly. Falk and Wilkening (1998) find that understanding
probability requires higher level cognition, noting that children aged 4
or 5 exhibit only “a glimmer of probability understanding.” Peters and
Pars (2015) find experience and training can help, but they also find
people vary in terms of having a more exact sense of numerical mag-
nitudes. Karelitz and Budescu (2004) conclude, “Except in very special
cases, all representations of uncertainties are vague to some degree in
the minds of the originators and in the minds of the receivers.”

Consider two probability pairs: 5/9 versus 1/2 and 5/450 versus 1/
100. How much larger is the first probability than the second?
Moyer and Landauer (1967) propose people place numbers on an
imaginary continuum in their mind, and they then compare the num-
bers to each other the way they would compare two line lengths. Using
a probability line starting at zero and ending at one, the distance be-
tween 5/9 and 1/2 appears much larger than the distance between 5/
450 and 1/100. Parkman (1971) similarly shows is easier for people to
distinguish a difference of the same magnitude when the numbers are
smaller (e.g., 5 versus 15, 90 versus 100). These findings indicate
people may find it easier to distinguish 5/9 from 1/2 than distinguish
5/450 from 1/100.
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Heiner (1983) proposes that imperfect behavioral rules (i.e., heur-
istics) “arise because of uncertainty in distinguishing preferred from
less-preferred behavior,” and he contends, “The presence of a C-D
(competence-difficulty) gap will introduce uncertainty in selecting most
preferred alternatives.” If people are asked to directly compare 5/9 to
1/2 or directly compare 5/450 to 1/100, most might be expected to
have the competence to correctly identify the first number as larger.
However, would the average subject would have the cognitive capacity
to give the first probability distinctly more weight in an application and
make a decision accordingly? Moreover, would the average subject find
5/9 and 5/450 as easy to apply as 1/2 and 1/100? If people system-
atically adapt their decision heuristic to the difficulty of the application,
we might observe the systematic decision imperfection predicted by
Heiner.

Categorization theory offers some perspective on how people might
cope with the difficulty of applying unfamiliar probabilities.
Medin (1989) describes categorizing as “treating two or more distinct
entities as in some way equivalent in the service of accessing knowledge
and making predictions.” In general, because the typical context does
not transparently suggest categories that all decision makers would
naturally use, categorization will tend to be fuzzy. In our context, if a
human subject is applying the probability 1/2 in one decision problem
and 5/9 in another, a subject facing the cognitive difficulty of applying
5/9 might form the category “about 50-50″ and treat the two prob-
abilities the same. Similarly, the cognitive difficulty of applying 5/450
might lead a human subject to create the fuzzy category “relatively
rare,” so 5/450 is treated the same as 1/100. Rubinstien (1988) con-
structs a similarity theory based upon the idea that people may treat
similar probabilities the same, and he shows this theory can explain
some of the decision anomalies relative to SEU theory.

The well-known work of Tversky and Kahneman (1974) is also
applicable. They demonstrate representativeness, availability, and an-
choring can influence probability judgments. Availability involves
using a cue for assessing probability because it easily comes to mind.
The probabilities 1/2, 1/4, 1/10, and 1/100 can be related to money
(50 cent piece, quarter, dime, and penny), so the average person might
more readily assess the meaning of these probabilities than the prob-
abilities 5/9, 5/18, 5/45, and 450/100. The additional cognitive chal-
lenge of applying these latter probabilities may create additional am-
biguity. If the subject is ambiguity averse, the additional ambiguity
would make the cognitively more challenging prospect less attractive.

Jeske and Werner (2008) present neurological evidence that people
distinguish outcomes from probabilities when they make decisions
under risk. Specifically, outcomes and probabilities activate different
areas of the brain. They also find, “The brain is much more responsive
to changes in gain size than to equivalent changes in probability” (Jeske
and Werner, 2008). For our work, it is especially relevant that Jeske and
Werner (2008) find, “Information about probability might be useless
without the corresponding information on outcome, but not necessarily
vice versa. This inherent asymmetry alone might explain the overall
finding that participants spent more time looking at outcomes.”

Under total ambiguity, people have no probability information, so
they can only look at outcomes. Consequently, the behavior of subjects
under total ambiguity provides a benchmark for how ambiguity impacts
choice. The degree of ambiguity decreases as the subject's knowledge of
the situation reduces the number of probability distributions that are
not ruled out (Einhorn and Hogarth, 1985). Enhanced probability
knowledge should impact decision-making, and we might expect deci-
sion behavior to move toward that predicted by SEU theory as the si-
tuation evolves toward pure risk with a single transparent probability
distribution. However, if cognitive limitations imply some ambiguity
remains, choice may still be affected by the ambiguity. The neu-
roscience work of Jeske and Werner (2008) suggests an “ambiguity
fingerprint” will be left because people cope with ambiguity by using
biased decision heuristics that focus more on outcomes than on prob-
abilities.

Our experimental approach is two pronged. First, we seek to iden-
tify ambiguity created by bounded rationality. Second, we seek to
characterize how the ambiguity influences choice.

One approach we use to try to identify ambiguity created by
bounded rationality is we construct four pairs of lottery prospects,
where one prospect in each pair has a probability that is cognitively
more demanding to apply. The pairs are designed so the more cogni-
tively demanding prospect must be strictly preferred by a subject who
perceives no ambiguity. However, using the alpha minimax expected
utility ( −α MMEU ) model developed by Gilboa and Schmeidler
(1989), we derive a theoretical condition that shows a subject per-
ceiving ambiguity may “rationally” choose the inferior prospect. Our
condition indicates there is more scope for this type of “decision error”
when the more cognitively demanding probability generates more
ambiguity, when it generates more ambiguity aversion, and when the
probability level of the high outcome is neither exceptionally high nor
exceptionally low. There is no scope for decision error if there is no
ambiguity. Thus, the −α MMEU model indicates decision error is
evidence of ambiguity.

Another approach we use to try to identify ambiguity is we fit
models to our “No Ambiguity” case, where probabilities are transpar-
ently presented, and to our “Total Ambiguity” case, where subjects
know the outcome of each possible state but have no probability in-
formation. The model we fit for the Total Ambiguity case provides a
benchmark for how subjects cope with ambiguity. By fitting a standard
SEU model to our No Ambiguity case data, we obtain insight about how
a no ambiguity model fits. A lack of fit combined with a systematic
deviation in the direction suggested by the Total Ambiguity benchmark
is evidence of ambiguity.

We do find systematic deviation in the direction of the Total
Ambiguity benchmark. Consequently, we proceed by fitting a general

−α MMEU model to the data. While other competing explanations of
the deviation are available, the fact that the −α MMEU model with
ambiguity can better fit the data than without ambiguity does provide
evidence bounded rationality may be creating some ambiguity. The fit
we obtain indicates ambiguity is shifting the typical decision maker
away from the SEU baseline behavior in a predictable way. Stated
succinctly, for prospects of equal expected value, our work suggests
bounds to rationality create some ambiguity, and this ambiguity will
predictably make higher outcome (lower probability) prospects more
attractive compared to the SEU (no ambiguity) prediction.

The remainder of the paper unfolds as follows. Section 2 describes
the experimental design. Section 3 presents the theory related to our
experiment. Section 4 presents the experimental results. Section 5
presents robustness results related to experimental observations added
to gain power for statistical tests. Section 6 concludes.

2. Experimental design

If people perceive numeric magnitudes inexactly, as Peters and
Par (2015) emphasize, then they will perceive probabilities inexactly as
they gauge the attractiveness of prospects. The availability heuristic of
Tversky and Kahneman (1974) suggests people might use particular
likelihoods as a reference points because they are more familiar and
easier to apply. Because common monetary units might provide useful
reference points, we propose people may more easily understand and
may more easily apply the following probabilities:

○ 1/2: a fifty cent piece relative to a dollar.
○ 1/4: a quarter relative to a dollar.
○ 1/10: a dime relative to a dollar.
○ 1/100: a penny relative to a dollar.

Probabilities close to these, but less familiar and therefore more
cognitively challenging to apply, are:
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○ 5/9: better odds than a coin flip, but harder to apply.
○ 5/18: better odds than one quarter, but harder to apply.
○ 5/45: better odds than a dime to a dollar, but harder to apply.
○ 5/450: better odds than a penny to a dollar, but harder to apply.

We are interested in the possibility that people will experience more
ambiguity with these less familiar and more cognitively challenging
probabilities. We are also interested in the possibility that people will
be more ambiguity averse (i.e., more pessimistic) when applying more
cognitively challenging probabilities.

Table 1 presents the experimental design for what we label our “No-
Ambiguity” case. Each subject is presented with four pairs of prospects.
One extra prospect is also included as a control, so there are 9 games
total in the case. The first column in Table 1 shows the game order. The
game order is mixed so subjects cannot easily or directly compare the
two prospects in any pair. For each prospect, the low outcome is a gain
of one dollar, and there is high outcome with a gain of more than one
dollar. The high outcome gain varies across the prospects. The prob-
ability p for the high outcome also varies across the prospects, as
shown, in such a way that the cognitively more challenging prospects
always yield a higher 3.22 expected value while the cognitively less
challenging prospects always yield a lower 3.00 expected value. For any
pair, if a subject perceives no ambiguity, then the subject should not bid
more to obtain the lower probability prospect.

Game 9 is the extra game, included to determine whether subjects
were influenced by the way the probability was presented. In Game 9
and Game 5 the probability of the high outcome was the same: 1/9 or
5/45. However, the high outcome probability was presented as 5 blue
beads of 45 total in Game 5, but it was presented as 1 blue bead of 9 in
Game 9. (The beads not blue were red.) Comparing behavior in Game 9
to Game 5 allowed use to test whether subjects were influenced by the
number of “winning” beads and not just the probability.

Subjects were not given information on the expected values of the
games. Rather, they were given the probability and outcome informa-
tion in a format designed to minimize any ambiguity (See the instruc-
tions in the Appendix). Using Game 1 as an example, subjects were
shown a picture of 18 beads on a piece of paper. Five of the beads
shown were blue, and the remaining 13 beads were red, allowing the
subject to clearly see the proportion of the more desirable blue beads to
the less desirable red beads. Understanding that one dollar is always
gained when a red bead is drawn from the urn, the subject was shown a
graphic illustrating the number of dollars gained if the preferable blue
bead is drawn. The high outcome gain was 9 in game 1. The subject was
then asked to bid for the opportunity to play the game by circling a
number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6.

Subjects made their bid using an endowment of $10 which they
earned at the beginning of the experiment. The simple physical task of
doing 10 squats was the work required to earn the endowment. (We
offered an alternative activity that was mental and not physical, but all
subjects chose to do the quicker physical activity.)

To encourage subjects to provide their maximum willingness to pay
as their bid, a BDM method was used (Becker et al., 1964). Specifically,
subjects were told upfront they should be willing to bid at least one
dollar of their $10 to play the game because by bidding one dollar they
could not lose anything but could gain. A maximum bid of 6 dollars or
the 10 was allowed because a six-sided die was used as a competing
bidder. To determine whether the subject bid was sufficient to play the
game, the subject rolled six-sided die. If the die was greater than the
subject's bid, then the die outcompeted the subject for the opportunity.
However, if the subject's die roll was less than or equal to the subject's
bid, then the subject's bid was sufficient to play the game.

To avoid wealth effects, subjects held their $10 and bid on all lot-
teries before any subject actually had the opportunity to play a lottery
and win money. With each play, each subject circled on their bid sheet
the number of dollars (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6) out of their $10 they were
willing to bid for the given game. After reading a set of instructions
with the experiment administrator, and after playing 4 practice games,
participants played the 9 games in the No Ambiguity case, expressing
their preferences for the prospects by bidding to play them. Each sub-
ject also played 9 games in a Total Ambiguity case, described in the
next paragraph. After valuing all the lotteries, each subject took two
draws from a hat containing 18 numbers, 1 through 18. The numbers
drawn were associated with the 18 lotteries that had been valued. For
those two lotteries, subjects then rolled the die to determine whether
they were played.

The Total Ambiguity case included the same 9 games shown in
Table 1, and they were played in the same order. As in the No Ambi-
guity case, subjects knew they would gain one dollar for drawing a red
bead and gain the larger amount shown in Table 1 for drawing the
preferable blue bead. However, subjects in the Total Ambiguity case did
not know probabilities. What they knew was the total number of beads
in the urn, that at least one bead in the urn was red, and that at least
one was blue. The task was the same, bid for the opportunity to draw a
bead from the urn, being motivated to reveal the willingness to pay by
the BDM die roll mechanism.

For the initial experiment, a group of 60 students were recruited,
randomly selected from a list of University of Nevada business school
students. The subjects were divided into two treatments, 30 subjects in
Treatment A and 30 subjects in Treatment B. Treatment A subjects bid
first on the nine No Ambiguity case games and then bid on the nine
Total Ambiguity case games. Conversely, Treatment B subjects first bid
on the nine Total Ambiguity games and then bid on the nine No
Ambiguity games. This A-B block design allows us to obtain average
subject behavior for the No Ambiguity case from Treatment A, without
subjects being primed with previous play under total ambiguity.
Conversely, we can obtain average subject behavior under Total
Ambiguity from Treatment B, without subjects being primed with
previous play under no ambiguity. (As explained further below, we
added a follow up of 20 extra participants for Treatment A, to seek
additional power aimed at examining a particular result from the initial
experiment.)

The choice of 3 for the expected value for the games with simple
probabilities was intentional. When a subject bids 3 in the No
Ambiguity case, it indicates preferences that are roughly risk neutral.
When a subject bids 2 or 1, it indicates risk aversion. When a subject
bids 4, 5, or 6 it indicates risk seeking behavior.

3. Theory

The standard for examining decision making under risk is subjective
expected utility model (Savage, 1954). The comparable standard for
examining decision making under ambiguity is the alpha minimax
model (Hurwicz, 1951). The alpha minimax expected utility
( −α MMEU ) model, developed by Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989),
combines the two, allowing the degree of ambiguity to vary from none
to total.

Table 1
Experimental design: No-Ambiguity.

Game Probability label Outcome Probability Expected value

High Low P(High) P(Low)

Game 8 "5/9" 5 1 0.556 0.444 3.22
Game 4 "1/2" 5 1 0.500 0.500 3.00
Game 1 "5/18" 9 1 0.278 0.722 3.22
Game 6 "1/4" 9 1 0.250 0.750 3.00
Game 5 "5/45" 21 1 0.111 0.889 3.22
Game 2 "1/10" 21 1 0.100 0.900 3.00
Game 3 "5/450" 201 1 0.011 0.989 3.22
Game 7 "1/100" 201 1 0.010 0.990 3.00
Game 9 "1/9" 21 1 0.111 0.899 3.22
Game 5 "5/45" 21 1 0.111 0.889 3.22
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We use a version of the −α MMEU model presented by
Melkonyan and Pingle (2010), where the decision maker DM perceives
the value of a prospect −X p X p( , ; , 1 )max min to be

= − + −

+ + −

V λ pU X p U X

λ αU X α U X

[1 ][ ( ) [1 ] ( )]

[ ( ) [1 ] ( )].
max min

max min (1)

The parameter λ measures the degree of ambiguity; α measures the
degree of optimism (or equivalently the degree of ambiguity tolerance);
p is the probability of obtaining the Xmax outcome when there is no
ambiguity; and − p1 is the probability of obtaining the lower Xmin

outcome. When =λ 0, the model reduces to the subjective expected
utility model and DM faces pure risk. When =λ 1, the model reduces to
the Hurwicz alpha-minimax model and decision maker faces pure or
total ambiguity. When =α 0, DM possesses the highest possible degree
of pessimism or ambiguity intolerance. When =α 1, DM possesses the
highest possible degree of optimism or ambiguity tolerance.

Suppose DM compares two prospects −X p X p( , ; , 1 )max min1 1 and
−X p X p( , ; , 1 )max min2 2 . Assume p2> p1, so the probability of obtaining

the better outcome Xmax is greater for the second prospect. If there
is no ambiguity (i.e., = =λ λ 01 2 ), then DM must strictly prefer the
second prospect to the first because the difference

− = + − − + −V V p U X p U X p U X p U X[ ( ) [1 ] ( )] [ ( ) [1 ] ( )]max min max min2 1 2 2 1 1 reduces to
−V2 = − − >V p p U X U X[ ][ ( ) ( )] 0max min1 2 1 .
Using the −α MMEU model (1) to compare two prospects when

there may be ambiguity, we find

− = − − − − − −V V U X U X λ p α λ p α p p[ ( ) ( )][ [ ] [ ] [ ]].max min1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1

(2)

We are interested in the case where DM values prospect 1 more
highly than prospect 2 (i.e., V1> V2) even though the max outcome
occurs with higher probability for prospect 2 (i.e., p2> p1). From
condition (2), V1> V2 implies

− − − > −λ p α λ p α p p[ ] [ ] .2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 (3)

DM's bounded rationality may generate ambiguity, and it may also
impact DM's degree of ambiguity tolerance. For example, while

= > =p p5/9 1/22 1 , it is cognitively more challenging to evaluate the
prospect with =p 5/92 . This increased cognitive challenge may imply
DM perceives more ambiguity when applying =p 5/92 , which would
mean λ2> λ1. The increased challenge may also make DM less ambi-
guity tolerant, which would mean α2< α1. The conditions λ2> λ1 and
α2< α1 each contribute potential for condition (3) to hold.

To examine condition (3) further, define = −λ λϵλ 2 1 and
= −α αϵα 1 2. Condition (3) can then be rewritten as

− + > − −P α λ P P λϵ [ ] ϵ [ ][1 ].λ α2 2 1 2 1 1 (4)

When condition (4) holds DM will make a “decision error” and place
a higher value on a strictly inferior prospect. Assuming >ϵ 0λ and

>ϵ 0,α we find condition (4) has more potential to hold when

(a) The ambiguity level λ1 is greater;
(b) The difference −p α2 2 is larger;
(c) The probability difference −p p2 1 is smaller; and
(d) The differences ϵλ and ϵα are larger (as long as p2> α2) .

A useful special case to consider is =λ 01 . In this case, DM does not
perceive any ambiguity when the probability is the less cognitively
demanding p1. The hypothesis − = >λ λ ϵ 0λ2 1 implies DM does per-
ceive some ambiguity when the probability is the more cognitively
demanding p2. In our experiment, for example, DM might not perceive
any ambiguity when the probability is 1/2 because DM might under-
stand that 1/2 relates to a coin flip or to 50 cents on the dollar, but DM
might perceive ambiguity when facing the probability 5/9 because
there is no simple and natural way to conceive of 5/9. With =λ 01 ,
condition (3) becomes

− > −λ p α p p[ ]2 2 2 2 1 (5)

Because we assume p2> p1, we find p2> α2 must hold for condition
(5) to hold. That is, we learn that a high level of ambiguity tolerance or
optimism (large α2) will rule out decision error while decision error is
more possible when there is a high level of ambiguity intolerance or
pessimism (small α2). For our experiment, this implies we should expect
more decision error among more pessimistic subjects or in situations
where we might expect less ambiguity tolerance.

Condition (5) also allows us to relate the potential for decision error
to probability. A higher probability event provides more potential for
decision error because there is more potential for p2> α2 to hold.
However, condition (5) also indicates there is also more potential for
decision error when −p p2 1 smaller, and this difference is smaller in
our experiment when the probabilities are lower. Consequently, for our
experiment, condition (5) indicates intermediate level probably events
have more potential for decision error.

Examining the more general condition (4), when p2> α2 holds, an
increase in ambiguity (i.e., an increase in λ1) enhances the potential for
decision error. A positive value for λ1 indicates DM perceives ambiguity
even for the probability p1 that is cognitively more manageable. We
might expect this type of ambiguity when a subject has greater bounds
on his or her rationality, perhaps because of a lack of experience. When
p2> α2, greater ambiguity (larger ϵλ) and greater ambiguity aversion
(larger ϵα) in response to a less cognitively manageable probability also
provide more potential for decision error.

Another special case that can provide some insight is =α 02 . In this
case, DM is entirely pessimistic toward probabilities that are cognitively
challenging, and condition (3) reduces to

− + > −λ p λ p λ α p p .2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 (6)

Since we have reason to expect λ2> λ1 and since we assume
p2> p1, we would expect the left side of condition (6) to be positive, so
it is possible that (6) holds. For the lower probability pairs shown in
Table 1, −p p2 1 is smaller, so it is reasonable to think a decision error is
more likely for the lower probability pairs. However, risk aversion
might make low probability lotteries less attractive, so it is again con-
ceivable that a lottery with an intermediate probability of obtaining the
high outcome would be more apt to generate a decision error.

From these theoretical observations, we have derived two hy-
potheses.

Pessimism Hypothesis: Decision error will occur when α is low, im-
plying decision errors will occur among more pessimistic subjects or in
situations where the average subject is more pessimistic.

Intermediate Hypothesis: For prospects with two outcomes and equal
expected value, decision error will occur more often when the prob-
ability of higher outcome is at an intermediate value rather than at an
exceptionally high or exceptionally low value.

Because the degree of pessimism and the level of risk aversion may
impact decision making, it is good to understand what the theory
suggests in terms of relating these parameters to the choices of subject.
In our experiment, a subject bids an amount X for a lottery that provides
the outcome Xmax in one state of the world and Xmin in another state of
the world. Consequently, the subject with wealth W will either ex-
perience the outcome − +W X Xmax or − +W X Xmin. The fact that
each subject experiences the same bid opportunities in a total ambi-
guity case and “no ambiguity” case implies we can use the bid choices
to approximate the degree of ambiguity aversion and the degree of risk
aversion for each subject and each decision type.

In the Total Ambiguity =λ 1 case, the general −α MMEU model
(1) reduces to the Hurwicz minimax model, and the subject will value
the bid opportunity as

= − + + − − +V X αU W X X α U W X X( ) ( ) [1 ] ( ).max min (7)

The subject will benefit from bidding X for the prospect, as long as
this value is perceived to be greater than not bidding and consuming
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the wealth endowment W (i.e., as long as V(X)>U(W)). Under com-
petition with others who are bidding, the subject should be willing to
bid for the prospect up to point where the value of the prospect is just
equal to the value of consuming the endowment, or where

=V X U W( ) ( ). Setting =V X U W( ) ( ) in (7), we find we can obtain an
estimate for the degree of optimism α from the bidding process as

=
− − +

− + − − +
α U W U W X X

U W X X U W X X
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
.min

max min (8)

Using condition (8), we find =
dα
dX

>
′ − + + − ′ − +

− + − − +
0αU W X X α U W X X

U W X X U W X X
( ) [1 ] ( )

( ) ( )
max min

max min
, implying a higher bid X for a

given problem type indicates a higher degree of optimism α.
To obtain an estimate of the degree of optimism α from condition

(8), we need to specify a particular utility function. Using the standard
isoelastic utility function = − −−U x x ρ( ) [ 1]/[1 ]ρ1 , we can rewrite
condition (8) as

=
− − +

− + − − +

− −

− −
α W W X X

W X X W X X
[ ]

[ ] [ ]
.

ρ
min

ρ

max
ρ

min
ρ

1 1

1 1 (9)

To obtain an estimate of α from (9), given a problem type defined by
Xmax and Xmin and given a bid X, we need and estimate of the degree of
risk aversion of the subject ρ.

The purpose of our “no ambiguity” case is to examine the possibility
that subjects recognize ambiguity because of cognitive limitations, but
we can abstract from this and use the no ambiguity treatment to obtain
rough estimates of risk aversion. When DM faces pure risk, =λ 0 and
condition (1) implies the expected utility of the subject's bid is

= − + + − − +V X pU W X X p U W X X( ) ( ) [1 ] ( ).max min (10)

When a subject under competition bids up to the point
where =V X U W( ) ( ) and we apply an isoelastic utility, we find

= − + + − − +− − −W p W X X p W X X[ ] [1 ][ ] .ρ
max

ρ
min

ρ1 1 1 (11)

The value of ρ that makes Eq. (11) hold is an estimate for the degree
of risk aversion the particular subject expresses for the particular pro-
blem type. Condition (11) indicates a subject who bids the expected

value = + −X pX p X[1 ]max min is risk neutral with =ρ 0. As a bid de-
creases below this expected value, a higher degree of risk aversion
(positive and increasing value for ρ) is implied. Conversely, when bid is
above this expected value, risk seeking behavior is implied, and higher
bids indicate behavior that is increasingly risk seeking (negative and
decreasing value for ρ).

Using the general −α MMEU model, when a subject bids up to the
point where the value of the prospect is equivalent to not obtaining the
prospect, we have

= − − + + − − +

+ − + + − − +

U W λ pU W X X p U W X X

αU W X X α U W X X

( ) [1 ][ ( ) [1 ] ( )]

( ) [1 ] ( ).
max min

max min (12)

Our experimental design is such that the probability p decreases as
the high outcome stake Xmax increases so the expected value

+ −pX p X[1 ]max min stays constant. If the subject is risk averse, so
U′( · )> 0 and U″( · )< 0, and if there is no ambiguity (i.e., =λ 0), then
the bid X that solves (12) decreases as the subject moves from the lower
variance prospect with the lower stake and higher probability to the
higher variance prospect with the higher stake and lower probability.

The introduction of ambiguity introduces another possibility, and
the possibilities increase if the degree of optimism α changes. Letting

− +V W X X( )max denote the expected utility on the right side of (12),
we find

− + = − ′ + − ′

+ − ′ − ′

d
dX

V W X X pU p U

λ α p U U

[ ( )] [ [1 ] ]

[[ ][ ]].

max max min

min max (13)

where ′ = ′ − +U U W X X( )max max and ′ = ′ − +U U W X X( )min min . Ex-
amining (13), we see that when there is no ambiguity ( =λ 0) an in-
crease in the bid will decrease the expected utility of the prospect.
However, when there is ambiguity, the decrease in expected utility will
become either more sensitive or less sensitive to an increase in the bid,
depending upon the difference −α p. For the results we examine below,
it is useful to note that, if α is equal to p and decreases as p decreases,
then the sensitivity of expected utility to the increase in the bid is the
same as when there is no ambiguity. However, if α decreases more

Fig. 1. Mean bid by treatment and case.
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slowly than p, then the bid must increase by more to decrease expected
utility by the same amount. It turns out that this dynamic also can
explain why a subject might rationally bid more for a prospect with an
intermediate level of risk than the subject would bid for either a higher
or lower risk prospect with equal expected value.

4. Experimental results

Fig. 1 presents the mean bids for each treatment and case, with 30
subjects in each treatment. For the No Ambiguity cases, the horizontal
axis presents the games ordered from the highest probability label (5/9)
to the lowest (1/100). This order equivalently presents the games from
the lowest risk prospect to highest risk. For the Total Ambiguity cases,
the games are presented in the same order as the No Ambiguity cases,
but since the probabilities were unknown the outcomes are shown by
stake or high outcome for the prospect.

Of interest is the extent to which subjects in the No Ambiguity -
Treatment A case, presented in the upper left plot in Fig. 1, could ef-
fectively identify and bid more for the better prospects. We vary the
shading so it is easier to identify the different prospect pairs. Con-
sidering a given pair, a subject perceiving no ambiguity should be
willing to bid more for the higher probability prospect. Visually, we see
subjects on average were able to distinguish the better of two prospects
in three of the four pairings. The exception is the 5/18 versus 1/4
pairing. For this pairing, subjects erred on average by bidding more for
the inferior 1/4 probability prospect than they bid for the superior 5/18
probability prospect. We now describe the pairings in more detail.

For the 5/9 versus 1/2 pairing shown in the upper left plot in Fig. 1,
subjects bid $2.93 on average for the superior prospect where the
probability of obtaining the $5 stake was 5/9, and they bid $2.83 on
average for the inferior prospect where the probability of obtaining the
$5 stake was 1/2. However, the difference in the mean bid was not
significant, applying either a Mann–Whitney test ( =pvalue .75) or a t-
test ( =pvalue .75).

For the 5/18 versus 1/4 pairing, subjects made decision errors on
average. They bid $2.87 on average for the superior prospect where the
probability of obtaining the $9 stake was 5/18, but they bid more,
$3.07 on average, for the inferior prospect where the probability of
obtaining the $9 stake was 1/4. This difference is not significant,
however, applying either a Mann–Whitney test ( =pvalue .61) or a t-test
( =pvalue .41). Nonetheless, the fact that subjects were least able to
identify a superior prospect in this case is interesting because it is
predicted by the Intermediate Hypothesis derived from the ambiguity
theory above.

For the 5/45 versus 1/10 pairing, subjects bid $2.77 on average for
the superior prospect where the probability of obtaining the $21 stake
was 5/45. Applying either a Mann–Whitney test ( =pvalue .02) or a t-
test ( =pvalue .03), this bid was significantly greater than the $2.27 bid
on average for the inferior prospect where the probability of obtaining
the $21 stake was 1/10.

We also included a prospect where the probability of obtaining the
$21 stake was 1/9. Subjects bid $2.67 on average for this prospect. This
prospect was included to test whether subjects would respond differ-
ently to a 5/45 presentation of the probability than a 1/9 presentation.
We found no significant difference between the two presentations.

For the final 5/450 versus 1/100 prospect pairing, subjects bid

$2.53 for the superior prospect where the probability of obtaining the
$201 stake was 5/450. Applying either a Mann–Whitney test
( =pvalue .22) or a t-test ( =pvalue .23), this was not significantly
greater than the $2.20 bid on average for the inferior prospect where
the probability of obtaining the $201 stake was 1/100.

Summarizing, subjects were only able to distinguish the superior
prospect from the inferior prospect when the 5/45 probability of ob-
taining a $21 stake was paired with a 1/10 probability of obtaining a
$21 stake. Subjects were especially unable to make the distinction in
the case where the 5/18 probability of obtaining a $9 stake was paired
with a 1/4 probability of obtaining a $9 stake. We also found evidence
that the average subject is risk averse, for the mean bid significantly
decreased as the stake increased while holding the expected value
constant.

Examining the variation across subjects, using a 10% level of sig-
nificance as a threshold, we find no significant differences in the degree
of variation when comparing any one game to any other game. To
provide some indication of the degree of variability, the lowest stan-
dard deviation was 0.86 for the $9 stake Game 1, where the probability
of the high outcome was 5/18. This amounted to a coefficient of var-
iation equal to 0.30. The highest standard deviation was 1.32 for the
$201 stake Game 3, where the probability of the high outcome was 5/
450. This amounted to a coefficient of variation equal to 0.52. (This
result of no significant difference in the degree of variability did not
change when we increased the number of observations to 50 as de-
scribed below.)

Table 2 presents the percentage of the participants making decision
errors (i.e. higher bid for inferior prospect) for the four different
probability pairings in the No Ambiguity - Treatment A case. Consistent
with the means in Fig. 1, the highest percentage of errors were made for
the 5/18 versus 1/4 pairing. For this pairing, 30% of subjects bid more
for inferior 1/4 game prospect than for the superior 5/18 game pro-
spect. Again, consistent with the means presented in Fig. 1, the 5/45
versus 1/10 pairing generated the fewest errors; 10% of subjects bid
more for the inferior 1/10 game prospect than for the superior 5/45
game prospect.

Fig. 2 presents bids generated by a no ambiguity SEU model along
with the actual mean bids for the No Ambiguity - Treatment A case.
Condition (11) was used to obtain an estimate for the risk parameter ρ
such that condition (11) would generate bids X that would roughly
follow the actually mean bid data. The model bids shown in Fig. 2 were
generated with the risk parameter =ρ 0.69. Examining Fig. 2, notice
the model bids decrease faster than the actual mean bids. A change in
the ρ parameter for the model bids will not change this result. To better
fit the data while restricting ourselves to the SEU, we must allow the
degree of risk aversion must decrease as the stake increases. This is a
possible explanation of the observed behavior. However, we are inter-
ested an alternative explanation where the degree of risk aversion re-
mains constant and the observed deviations from the SEU predictions
are the result of perceived ambiguity.

The Total Ambiguity plots presented in Fig. 1 indicate how ambi-
guity will tend to influence bidding. Subjects in Treatment B experi-
enced total ambiguity without being first primed by playing games in
the No Ambiguity case, so we use the Total Ambiguity - Treatment B
case as a baseline for measuring how an average subject responds to
ambiguity. The main fact we observe in the lower right plot in Fig. 1 is

Table 2
Percentage of subjects making decision errors (No Ambiguity Treatment A).

5/9 versus
1/2

5/18 versus
1/4

5/45 versus
1/10

5/450 versus
1/100

Bid more for better prospect 27 20 50 37
Bid same for better prospect 57 50 40 47
Bid less for better prospect 17 30 10 17
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the average subject bids more for a prospect with a higher stake.
Fig. 3 presents bids generated by a total ambiguity model along with

the actual mean bids for the Treatment B Total Ambiguity case. We use
condition (9) to obtain an estimate for the Hurwicz degree of optimism
parameter α such that condition (9) would generate bids X that roughly
follow the actually mean bid data. The risk aversion parameter =ρ 0.69
obtained from the No Ambiguity - Treatment A case was used in the
estimation. Restricting ourselves to a constant level of optimism, we
find setting the optimism parameter to =α 0.20 roughly fits the data. As
shown in Fig. 3, the =α 0.20 model generates bids that increase as the
prospect stake increases. However, the model bids increase faster than
the mean actual bids, and this result hold for any constant α estimate.
To better fit the total ambiguity data, we must decrease the degree of
optimism as the stake increase.

We can use condition (9) and the risk parameter estimate =ρ 0.69
to obtain estimates for α that better fit the Treatment B Total ambiguity
case data. The α estimates shown in Table 3 are those that generate
model bids from condition (9) equal to actual mean bids shown in
Fig. 3. The decreasing the degree of optimism discourages bidding.
However, the estimates that fit our data decrease slowly enough as the
stake increases that the mean bid still increases as the stake increases.
To summarize our findings when ambiguity is total, while we find that
the degree of optimism decreases (i.e., the degree of ambiguity aversion
increases) as the stake increases, but the primary influence of ambiguity

is to make prospects with higher stakes (i.e., larger high outcomes)
more attractive.

Considering all the plots in Fig. 1, the average subject exhibits risk
averse behavior in the No Ambiguity case, and the average subject bids
more for prospects with higher stakes in the Total Ambiguity case.
Combining these observations, it is sensible to think that, if there is
some ambiguity actually present in what we are calling the No Ambi-
guity case, the effect of the ambiguity would be to increase the relative
attractiveness of prospects with higher stakes. That is, if cognitive
limitations create ambiguity, it is reasonable to expect the ambiguity to
temper the effect of risk aversion.

Next, we fit data our data using a model that allows for this possi-
bility. Fig. 4 presents two versions of the −α MMEU model along with
the actual mean data for the No Ambiguity - Treatment A case. For each
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Fig. 2. Risk aversion model and actual mean bids for No Ambiguity case.
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Fig. 3. Model and actual mean bids for Total Ambiguity case.

Table 3
Estimates of the degree of optimism for dif-
ferent stakes.

Stake Estimated a

5 0.37
9 0.30
21 0.18
201 0.07
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version, the risk aversion parameter is set to =ρ 0.69 as estimated
above. For one model, the degree of optimism is restricted to a constant.
Under this restriction, we find a small amount of ambiguity =λ 0.075
and moderate level of optimism =α 0.20 generate the bids shown in
Fig. 4 that roughly fit the data. For a second model, we apply the
varying levels for the degree of optimism presented in Table 3. When
the degree of optimism decreases with the stake as presented in Table 3,
we find that substantially more ambiguity =λ 0.20 is needed to fit the
data. Most significantly, both −α MMEU models fit the data better
than the no ambiguity SEU model plotted in Fig. 2 with constant risk
aversion.

Table 4 considers the impact of ambiguity in a final way. For each
prospect pair, the percentage of subjects making bids of 2 or less, along
with bids of 4 or more, are presented for the No-Ambiguity - Treatment
A case and Total Ambiguity - Treatment B case. For the No Ambiguity -
Treatment A case, a bid of 2 or less indicates risk averse behavior, while
a bid of 4 or more indicates risk seeking behavior. A move down in the
table is a move to more risky prospects. As we move down the table, we
observe a decrease in the percentage of subjects in the No Ambiguity
case bidding 4 or more and an increase in the percentage bidding 2 or
less. That is, we observe risk aversion. For the Total Ambiguity -
Treatment B case, a move down the table is a move to a higher stake.
We observe a steady increase in the percentage of subjects bidding 4 or
more as we move down the table, and a relatively steady decrease
bidding 2 or less. Overall, the table indicates ambiguity makes the
average subject much less interested in low stake prospects and much
more interested in high stake prospects. The inability of a constant rate
of risk aversion to explain the path of choices in the No Ambiguity -
Treatment A case is an indication that the presence of some ambiguity
is encouraging subjects to increase their bids in higher stake choices.

5. Adding observations

With 30 observations, subjects could not distinguish the better
prospect from the worse in three of our four prospect pairings. This begs
the question as to whether additional observations will provide enough
statistical power for differences to become significant.1 Of special in-
terest is whether additional observations will lead to a significant dif-
ference in the pairing where subjects bid more for the inferior prospect.
To add power, we added 20 observations to Treatment A.

Examining the mean bids for the prospect pairings in Treatment A,

adding 20 observations did not change the results. Subjects remained
able to distinguish the superior prospect from the inferior prospect
when the 5/45 probability of obtaining a $21 stake was paired with a
1/10 probability of obtaining a $21 stake, bidding significantly more
for the 5/45 probability prospect. However, they were unable to do so
in the other three pairings. As before, subjects on average were espe-
cially unable to make the distinction in the case where the 5/18
probability of obtaining a $9 stake was paired with a 1/4 probability of
obtaining a $9 stake. The only pairing for which the extra observations
reduced the test p-values was the 5/9 versus 1/2 pairing
(Mann–Whitney from 0.75 to 0.38, t-test from 0.75 to 0.41), where the
stake was $5. The fact that the extra power provided by the additional
observations did not clearly enhance the significance of the differences
indicates our primary result is that subjects have difficulty, on average,
distinguishing the better prospect from the worse prospect.

The primary reason for adding observations was to see if the in-
crease in power would enhance the evidence we had that the average
subject errors and bids more for an inferior prospect in the 5/18 versus
1/9 pairing. While the average subject still erred, the difference actu-
ally became less significant. Nonetheless, this 5/18 versus 1/4 pairing,
where the stake was $9, continued to produce the largest percentage of
errors. As shown in Table 2, the percentages of subjects making an error
and bidding less for the superior prospect were 17%, 30%, 10%, and
17%, respectively, as the stake increased from $5, to $9, to $21, and to
$201. When the number of observations increased from 30 to 50, these
percentages became 14%, 28%, 14%, and 20%. Thus, there does seem
to be some stability in the percentages, with an error being more likely
in the 5/18 versus 1/4 pairing.

Given the extra data, we put substantial time into examining whe-
ther individual variation in ambiguity tolerance could explain decision
error as predicted by condition (3), but we were not successful. To
describe one approach, we obtained estimates for individual ambiguity
tolerance α for subjects in Treatment A using condition (9) by stake
level for the Total Ambiguity case. We then used these estimates to see
whether there was a relationship between the size of −p α and errors,
as the theory imbedded in conditions (3) and (5) indicate is possible.
However, we did not find a significant relationship. We also could not
better explain decision errors in any given pairing by assuming subjects
discounted the probability that is cognitively more challenging to
apply. To summarize, then, we cannot find compelling evidence from
our experiment that more cognitively challenging probabilities created
especially strong ambiguity.

The strongest evidence we have that cognitive limitations create
ambiguity is the fact that a significant number of bidding errors
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Fig. 4. Fitting the −α MMEU model to the data.

1We recognize an anonymous referee and an editor for presenting us with
this question.
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occurred in each probability pairing. For the 50 subjects participating
in Treatment A, subjects made errors at least 14% of the time by bid-
ding more for a strictly inferior prospect. If we accept these errors as a
rejection of the SEU model in favor of the −α MMEU with some am-
biguity, it is reasonable to examine how much better the −α MMEU
can fit the data.

Fig. 5 presents a calibrated −α MMEU model, designed to fit mean
bids obtained for the 50 observations obtained from Treatment A. The
mean bids shown are for each of the inferior prospects in the four
pairings within the No Ambiguity case. The probability of the high
outcome is shown for each prospect. The mean estimates for the degree
of optimism α (or degree of ambiguity tolerance) for the given stake
level obtained from the Total Ambiguity case and presented in Table 3
are also plotted.

In the −α MMEU model, perceived ambiguity will have no impact
if, as the stake increases, the degree of optimism decreases at that same
rate as the probability decreases for the high outcome. In this case, a
constant degree of risk aversion would imply a strictly decreasing bid as
the stake increases as in the pure SEU model. However, examining
Fig. 5, note that the probability of the high outcome decreases faster
than the estimated degree of optimism. When the degree of optimism is
below the probability, as it is for the $5 stake game, additional ambi-
guity discourages bidding −α MMEU model. This offers an explanation
for why the actual mean bid for the $5 stake game is lower than for the
$9 stake game, (a result not predicted by pure SEU theory). When the
degree of optimism is above the probability, as it is for the $9 stake
game, additional ambiguity encourages bidding. This is a second factor

offering an explanation through the −α MMEU model for why the
actual mean bid for the $9 stake game is higher than for the $5 stake
game. Since the degree of optimism is above the probability for $21,
and $201 stake games, ambiguity encourages bidding, so we might
expect the mean bids to increase as they do in the Total Ambiguity case.
However, we observe the actual mean bids decreasing. To explain this
with the −α MMEU model, the bid discouragement provided by risk
aversion must outweigh the bid encouragement that ambiguity pro-
vides, and this is possible. That is, the −α MMEU model can explain
the “hump shaped” mean bid pattern we observe in our data.

The optimal bid shown in Fig. 5 is a calibration of the −α MMEU
that fits the data relatively well. The parameters used to obtain the fit
shown include a relatively high degree of ambiguity ( =λ 0.70) and a
very high level of risk aversion ( =ρ 0.97). A hump shape in the optimal
bid can be obtained with much more moderate parameter values. For
example, a hump a the $9 stake can still be produced using the =ρ 0.69
level of risk aversion estimate that we used above along with the
moderate degree of ambiguity =λ 0.30. However, this parameterization
yields bids for the $21 and $201 stakes that only slightly decrease from
the bid for the $9 stake. To better predict the lower mean bids for the
$21 and $201 stakes, a higher level of risk aversion is necessary. But, a
higher level of risk aversion makes the $9 stake prospect less attractive
relative to the $5 stake prospect, so the degree of ambiguity must be
increased as the level of risk aversion is increased in order for the model
to continue to be able to explain the high bid for the $9 stake prospect.

In summary, under the hypothesis that subject behavior is described
by the −α MMEU model, our empirical analysis indicates that average

Table 4
Ambiguity and the willingness to bid.

Game Probability label Stake Bid of 2 or less Bid of 4 or more

No ambiguity Total ambiguity No ambiguity Total ambiguity

Game 8 "5/9" 5 33% 73% 27% 10%
Game 4 "1/2" 5 37% 57% 27% 20%
Game 1 "5/18" 9 30% 37% 23% 27%
Game 6 "1/4" 9 27% 30% 27% 30%
Game 5 "5/45" 21 30% 20% 17% 43%
Game 2 "1/10" 21 57% 23% 3% 50%
Game 3 "5/450" 201 53% 10% 17% 73%
Game 7 "1/100" 201 67% 10% 10% 77%

Fig. 5. Explaining mean behavior using the −α MMEU Model.
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human subject perceives significant ambiguity and is significantly risk
averse. The average bid was highest for the $9 stake prospect, not the
lower variance $5 stake prospect, and this fact cannot be explained by
the pure SEU model which admits no ambiguity. By admitting ambi-
guity, the −α MMEU model can explain this fact. If we accept the
proposition that ambiguity is perceived and is explaining the observed
behavior, it is being perceived in spite of the fact that the probabilities
are transparently presented, evidence that cognitive limitations are
creating the ambiguity.

6. Conclusion

Simon (2000) claimed we would improve our understanding of
choice as “we study empirically and concretely … how human beings
actually adapt to the very severe limitations on their computational
powers.” We have sought to honor this claim by exploring the idea that
cognitive limitations create ambiguity, which people then adapt to by
making choices as predicted by ambiguity theory.

One prong of our experimental approach was to pair strictly inferior
prospects with strictly superior prospects that are more cognitively
challenging to evaluate. The −α MMEU model, as we have shown,
indicates the presence of ambiguity can lead people to “decision error”
in particular circumstances, meaning they perceive more value in an
inferior prospect. While we did observe decision errors, and did observe
more decision error in an “intermediate” pair as predicted by the
theory, we do not find our evidence compelling enough. That is, we
have not found convincing evidence that more cognitively challenging
probabilities systematically influence choice by creating significantly
more ambiguity.

The second prong of the experimental approach was to use mean
subject behavior under total ambiguity as a benchmark for under-
standing how the presence of ambiguity affects choice. Our basic
finding is that subjects decrease their degree of optimism as the stake
(or high outcome) of the prospect increases, which is the same as saying
the aversion to ambiguity increases with the stake. However, the rate of
decrease in optimism is not proportionate to the increase in the stake,
so an increase in the stake increases the attractiveness of the prospect
under total ambiguity.

Armed with the knowledge that the basic effect of ambiguity is to
make high stake prospects more attractive, we examined whether
adding ambiguity to the SEU model can help explain choice behavior in
our No Ambiguity case where probabilities were transparently pre-
sented. We found that a pure SEU model with a fixed degree of risk
aversion roughly explains the pattern of choices made by the average
subject, but there was room for improvement. Importantly, the room for
improvement was in the direction suggested by subject behavior under
total ambiguity. The SEU model with a fixed degree of risk aversion
underestimated the value subjects placed on higher stake prospects. We
found we could better fit the data by relaxing the −α MMEU model
from its pure SEU form to admit some ambiguity. This suggests ambi-
guity was indeed influencing decision behavior. The impact of ambi-
guity is to ameliorate risk aversion.

There are alternative competing explanations for the behavior our
subjects in our experiment that do not involve assuming bounded ra-
tionality is creating ambiguity. One explanation is the possibility that
the degree of risk aversion to decrease as the stake increases. This is
what Friedman and Savage (1948) offered as a reason for why people
might rationally gamble. What Weber (1994) labels the “configural”
approaches offer other explanations. The word configural is used be-
cause the weight the decision maker gives to an outcome is not just the
probability of the outcome, but rather the weight is dependent upon the
rank of the outcome in the configuration of possible outcomes. As
Lowenstein et al. (2001) note, “One of the most robust observations in
the domain of decision making under uncertainty is the overweighting
of small probabilities, particularly those associated with extreme out-
comes.” The cumulative prospect theory of Tversky and
Kahneman (1992) is the most well-known modification of SEU theory
of this type.

Rubinstein's (1988) similarity theory and Loomes (2010) perceived
relative argument model (PRAM) also provide alternatives to our ap-
plication of the −α MMEU model, but their explanations complement
our ambiguity explanation. Rubinstein's theory can explain why sub-
jects in our experiment did not value the paired lotteries differently in
most cases: The probabilities were similar enough that they were
judged to be the same, so subjects offered the same bid. PRAM proposes
people do not have the cognitive capacity to independently value dif-
ferent prospects and then compare them, but can only value one pro-
spect by comparing it with another. To value one prospect relative to
another, the relative difference on one dimension (e.g. probability of
the high outcome) is compared to the relative difference on a second
dimension (e.g. the level of the high outcome). What similarity theory
and PRAM have in common with our application of the −α MMEU
ambiguity theory is the recognition of limited cognitive capacity. Si-
milarity theory and PRAM offer more specific, more operational heur-
istics about how people adapt to their limited cognitive capacity. One
advantage of our application of −α MMEU is it can explain why people
are not always as risk averse as SEU would predict: Ambiguity gives
optimism room to enhance the attractiveness of high outcome pro-
spects.

While suggestive, our work is not conclusive. First, while it is rea-
sonable to attribute decision error to cognitive limitations, it is not
necessary that the causal link be from cognitive limitation to ambiguity
and then to decision error as our application of the −α MMEU im-
plicitly assumes. Second, because other modifications to SEU theory can
explain anomalous choice behavior, ambiguity theories must compete
as an explanation. Additional creative experiments and refined theo-
retical work may generate progress by enabling the competing theories
to be tested against each other. Nevertheless, recognizing that bounded
rationality may create ambiguity and that the ambiguity may be con-
sequential seems to be a positive step toward Simon's (1955) goal of
replacing “the global rationality of economic man with a kind of ra-
tional behavior that is compatible with the access to information and
computational capacities that are actually possessed.”

Appendix

Game Instructions: Treatment A
You have been asked to participate in an experiment. The experiment has begun with the reading of these instructions. I ask that you do not

communicate at all from this point forward because any comment you make out loud, or any question you ask, may influence how others behave. If
you have a question, raise your hand and I will come listen to your question privately. I will not be able to answer your question if you are seeking
information beyond what these instructions provide. I can only answer clarifying questions. These instructions should provide all the information
you need to play this game, so please pay attention as I read through them with you.

To be able to play the game, you first must complete a task to earn an endowment of funds. The simple task is to do 10 squats. This will earn you
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$10, or $1 per squat. If you are physically unable to do the squats, or if feel significantly uncomfortable about doing them, we can offer an alternative
activity that is not physical activity.

(Break from the instructions and earn some money.)
Congratulations! You have earned $10 which you can now use to play a game we will call the “bid game.” Your task in the bid game is to decide

how much you are willing to bid to play a lottery.
An example lottery is now presented below. There is an “urn” which contains 6 beads. As illustrated below, 5 of the beads are red and 1 is blue.

6 Beads (5 Red, 1 Blue)

R R R

R R B

If you play this lottery, you will draw a bead from the urn containing the 6 beads. If you draw a red bead, you will win 1 dollar. If you draw a blue
bead, you will win 13 dollars. Your potential winnings are summarized in the following picture:

Winnings

If Red Bead If Blue Bead

1 13

R B

Notice, you will win at least 1 dollar no matter what. Thus, you should be willing to bid at least 1 dollar to play this lottery. However, you can bid
more. When you bid on a lottery, you will be asked to circle one of the options shown in the following table:

My bid for this lottery (circle the number)
Bid 1 2 3 4 5 6

Because you will pay the amount you bid to play the lottery, it is sensible to bid as little as possible. In the real world, you would likely be bidding
against others for the opportunity to play. To provide a form of competition in this lab experiment, we will have you roll a die after you circle your
bid. If the value on the die is less than or equal to your bid, then you will be able to play the lottery. However, if the value on the die is higher than
your bid, the competition essentially wins and you will not be able to play the lottery. Given these game rules, you will be more likely to play the
lottery when you bid a larger amount. The die roll encourages you to pay as much as you are willing to pay to play the game, but not more.

Let's play this illustration game. Please circle, in the table above, the amount you are willing to bid to play the lottery above.
Now, in this illustration game, we will not actually have your roll a die. However, when you roll the die in the experiment, you will circle the

value of your roll in a table like the table below.

My die roll for this lottery (circle the number)
Die Roll 1 2 3 4 5 6

Together, let's think about some different possible bids.
Suppose you bid 6.

• When you roll the die, what is the chance that you will get to play the game?

• When you play the game, what is the best outcome you can expect?

• When you play the game, what is the worst outcome you can expect?

• Note, with a bid of 6, you will surely play the lottery, but you risk losing 5 dollars.

Suppose you bid 1.

• When you roll the die, what is the chance that you will get to play the game?

• If you play the game, what is the best outcome you can expect?

• If you play the game, what is the worst outcome you can expect?

• Note, with a bid of 1, you do not risk losing any dollars, but you will have a 1 in 6 chance of playing the lottery.

After going through these three bid examples, would you want to change the bid you circled? Don't answer this question out load, but think about
it.

Just for practice, let's consider another lottery.
For the lottery presented below, there is an urn which contains 36 beads. As illustrated, 31 of the beads are red and 5 are blue.
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36 Beads (31 Red, 5 Blue)

R R

R R

B

R R

R R

R R

R R

R R

R R

R R

R R

R R

R R

R R

R R

R R

R

B

B

B

B

If you play this lottery, you will draw a bead from the urn. If the bead you draw is red, you will win 1 dollar. If the bead you draw is blue, you will
win 17 dollars. Your potential winnings are summarized in the following picture:

Winnings

If Red Bead If Blue Bead

1 17

R B

Now, circle your bid for this lottery.

Bid for this lottery (circle the number)
Bid 1 2 3 4 5 6

For the bid you have circled, answer the following questions:

• When you roll the die, what is the probability that you will get to play the game?

• _________ of 6 chance.

• If you play the game, what is the best outcome you can expect? Gain _____

• If you play the game, what is the worst outcome you can expect? Lose ____

For the real experiment, you will now bid on a number of different lotteries. However, we cannot afford to have you play all the lotteries. What
will happen is that there will be random draw to select one lottery for you to play for real money. This process encourages you to play each game as
those it is the only game you will play. That is, you should play each game as though you will play it because it may end up being the game you play
for real money.

We will now begin the experiment, unless any of you have a question. Raise your hand if you have a question. Any questions?
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